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DISTRIBUTED EDGE SIATTCHENG SYSTEM FOR
VOICE-OVER-PACKET MULTISERVICE

NE'TWORK.

RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims priority to U.S. provisional
application 60/283,888 filed on Apr. LI, 2001, the omatents
of which are incorporated herein by reference,

TECHNICAL, FIELD

[0002) This invention relates to packet rietworks, sod
more partimdarly to uetwork devices.

BACKGROUND

[0003] 'This section contains a &cession of background.
it summarizes telecommunications carrier network architec-
tures that currently exist as legacy or that are curreintly loader
develops:mut. It also harhados discussion of insights and
observations made by Me inventor about the prior art
systems that are belpfsd to underatariding the subsequently
described invention but that were not necessarily appreci-
ated by persons skilled in the art or disclosed in the prior art.
Thus, the inclusion of these iosights and observations in this
backgrourad section shoukl not be haerpreted as an iodina-
tion that such insights and observations were part of the prior
art. After the beckgtound discussion, a DOW Edge Switched
Network (ESN) architecture is iotroduced and it is described
and compered to leading "Next Gemenition Network" alter-
natives. A Distributed Edge Switch (DES) makes possible
the implementatiou of an ESN. In the OVERVIEW notion
that is found in the Detailed Description section, the desigu,
opera000 and management of the DES are described withiu
the architectural context provided by the ESN,

Next Generation Networking Approaches

(0004] In recent years, attempts to transform the legacy
Public Switched 'lbhipbone Network (PSTN) to exploit the
potential of the Internet has led to approaches that are
loosely referred to as the Next Gensratioo Network (NON).
It was believed thet such approaches would lead to con-
verged networks. Converged networks promise substuotial
cost savings and new service opportunities for teleconmon-
nicatious carriers (a.k.a. "carriers," or "network service
providers"). As a =ace to realize new data services, carriers
have deployed overlay networks, which require overlay of
new iafrastructure onto existing legacy voice networks. In
contrast, the converged approsch of the NON seeks to
eliminate the need to have separate networks for differrot
media. It exploits the principles of "openness" and leverages
the standard protocols of JP networks to csrry not only data
but also other media such as voice aod video.

The PSTN and AIN Principles

[0005) The NGN grow out of the PST'N, thus to under-
stand its origins one must understand present day Advauced
Intelligent Network (AIN) employed by PSTN carriers to
provide advanced telephony services. The AIN was pro-
posed as the sottitioo to the carriers' needs to produce
applications rapidly and inclependeotly of switch develop-
ment efforts. Prior approaches hsd bundled services within
switches, giving rise to long development times and index-

ible semi= deployment. Service development and deploy-
ment was intimately tied to switch evolunou and svritch
development cycles.

[0006] AIN proposed de-coupling service development
and service logic from switches by building appropriate
triggerpointswithio the switch. Upon encountering a trigger
detection point wtnle processing a call, the switch, called the
Service Switching Point (SSP), would trigger and send a
query to a Service Control Point (SCP). FIG. 1 illustrates the
demerits of AIN. The SSP performs a query directed to an
SCE The SCP executes service logic that yields a result and
that result Is returned to the SSP that initiated the query. The
SSP then continues with call processing.

[0007] As an example, when a subscriber dials an 800
inunber, an SSP detects that the call requires AIN service
logic processing. The SSP directs a query to ao SCP which
in turn executes service logic that returns a valid dialing
number to the SSP. The SSP then asks the Signaling System
#7 (SS#7) network to set-up a call to that telephone number.
SS#7 sets up sigualing and bearer paths necessary to support
a call to that dialing number, The CENTRAL OFFICE
SWITCH serving the called party applies a ringing tone to
the called party's telephone. Croce the called party auswers,
the ca/1 is established and both the parties can now have a
te tephoae conversation,

[0008] FIG.1 depicts the structure of the PSTN, including
its support for AIN, The CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH is
decomposed into four distinct modules:

[0009] CALL PROCESSING
[0olo] LINE
[001I] SIGNALING
[0012] TRUNK

[0013] The LINE module functions include detecting on-
hook/off-hook, applying dial tone and ringing tone, collect-
ing dialed digits, and communicating internally with the
call-processing module. The CALL PROCESSING module
witty= the digits collected by the LINE module, and asks
the SIGNALING module to perform appropriste actions,
The SIGNALING module interfaces with the SS#7 TRANS-
PORT NETWORK for the purpose of setting up a bearer
channel between the calling and the ca lied CENTRAL
OFFICE SWITCHES, The TRUNK module transforms ana-
log voice to a Time Divisiou Multiplexed (TDM) format for
trausrais,sion over PSTN !rooks, The TRUNK module of the
CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH serving the called party
oiniverts the TDM truak format back to analog for trans-
mission over the local loop.

The Next Geocralloo Networking Model

[0014] FIG. 2 illustrates the NON approach. The NUN
exhibits several similarities tv the legacy PsTN. If one were
to split apart the four modules that comprise Ibe CENTRAL
OFFICE SWITCH (see FIG. 1) into separate and distinct
computing elements, the following components of a NON
network result:

(INtIS) MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER
[0016] RESIDENTIAL CAT'EWAY
[00I7] TRUNK GATEWAY
(0018] SIGNAL/NG GATEWAY
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[0019] To compare the functioos of these elements to
analogous functions in the C:ENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH,
the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER (A.K.A. "still-
switch," or "call agent) performs the fuuctious of the CALL
PROCESS/NO module, the RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY
(ALLA. "customer gateway") performs the functions of the
LINE module and the TRUNK GATEWAY replaces the
TRUNK module. Insofar as the RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY
and TRUNK GATEWAY are both responsible for converting
media provided in one type of network to the format
required in another type of network, they are referred to
generically as MEDIA GATEWAYS, With respect to support
for network signaling fuectiolis, the SIGNALING GATE-
WAY in the NON replaces the SIGNALING module in the
CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH. The similarities between the
PSTN and NGliT cod here.

[0020] FIG. 2 shows . a PACKET TRANSPORT NET-
WORK based on IP in OSI Leyer 3 (the network layer)
transported over ATM in OSI Layer 2 (the datalink layer). It
interconnects all four NON network elements. What were
once major modules within a CENTRAL OFFIC.E SWITCH
are now distributed network elements intetcommoted
through a PACKET 'TRANSPORT NETWORK, The dis-
tributed nature of network elements Tu an NON brings out
one of the most strildng differ-maces betweee the PSTN and
the NON approaches. The theoretical advantages to be
gained from this distribution include the following:

[0021] The MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER
may be impkmeoted on a reliable, high-perfor-
mance, faulttolerant server that is IP .based and uses
slandard protocols to communicate with the gate-
ways. Services cao ba implemented ou segarete
platforms using open application programming us ter-
fa.ces (API), which should in theory lead to rapid
development aud deployment of services.

[0072] The MEDIA GATEWAYS can send media to
each other over an IP-based PACKET TRANSPORT
NETWORK using a protocol called Real Time
Transport Protocol (RTP). The RTP protocol can he
used to transmit oot only voice but also data and
video, The same IP transport and protocol can be
used to carry multipk media types concurrently, a
task that is difficult to accomplish with the circuit-
switched PS174 network.

[0023] Thalike with the PS114, where the signaliog
network is separate from the voice network., NON
utilizes the same PACKET TRANSPORT NET-
WORK to carry both signaling and media traffic.

[0024] Whereas communieatien between the four
major modules is internal to the CENTRAL OFFICE
SWITCH In the PSTN, the NON uses a gateway
control protocol for conetztunication between the
MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER and the
MEDIA GATEWAYS.

[00251 The most widely studied gateway control protocol
is Media Gateway Control Protocol (MGCP) described by
1ETF RFC 3015 on Megaco Protocol Version 1.0. RFC 3015
is a common text with 1111-T Recommendation H.248, the
most recent draft of which was developed as a close troop-
oration between the IEIT Media Gateway Control Working
Group (AKA. "MEGACO Working Group") sad ITU-T
Study Group 16,

[0026] Ilee precursor to MGCP was the Simple Gateway
Control Protocol (SOCP) developed by Thlcordia. At about
the same time Telcordia was implemeoling SGCP, a com-
pany called Level 3 had developed a similar protocol called
IP Device Control (IPDC). Rather than have two similar
protocols dewier, and compete over Link, Telcordia and
Level 3 merged them into MGCP. MGCP was tailored to
address a PSTN telephone aod was not designed to beadle
data or multimedia. ITU-T Study Group 16 extended MGCP
to support ISDN and multimedia, which led to RCCOVIIMBEI-

dation H.248. This body of work is today re ferred using the
moniker IvIEGACOM.248; it details a NGN reference took-
lecture that provides an operational context for the descrip-
tion of the MGC.P itself

[0027] FIG. 2 depicts an NON that is erchitecturaDy
compatible with MEGACO/H.248. The following workflow
sequence illustrates a typical call set-up procedure for the
NGN depicted in FTG. 2:

[0028] (1) A telephone goes off-hook. The RESI-
DENTIAL GATEWAY serving the telephone detects
the off-book event, applies dial to pe, collects the
dialed digits, and uotiflas the IVIEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER using TvIEGACO; The RESIDEN-
TIAL. GATEWAY also informs the MEDIA GATE-
WAY CONTROLLER that it is prepared to receive
ao RTP media stream at a certain port address, and
further indicates tbe Indio coding format it is able to
support

160241 (2) The MEDIA GATE 3AY CONTROLLER
processes the digits and then must determine whether
the celled party mlephooe is coenected to another
RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY within the NON or con•
sleeted to a CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH in the
PSTN.

[MO] (3) Assurniog the celk.d party is connected lo
another RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY within the
NGN, the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER quo-
ries the RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY serving the
called party for an R'TP port (and the audio coding
format) at which it would prefer to receive an RTP
stream from the calling party RESIDENTIAL
GATEWAY.

[0031] (4) The called party RESIDENTIAL GAT'E-
WAY respoods with the port at which it Can receive
an RTP audio stream from SIM calling party and the
audio coding format it is able to support.

[0032] (5) The called party RESIDENTIAL GATE-
WAY applies a ringing tom to the called party's
telephone.

[0033] (6) The MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER
informs the, calling RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY of
the audio coding format supported by the called
RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY and the port at which it
is expecting to receive an RTP stream.

[0034] (7) Following more exchanges of information,
bulb the calling and called party RESIDENTIAL
GATEWAYS know the port addresses and supported
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audio coding formats necessary for them to scud and
rcceive RTP streams (containing encoded audio)
to/from each other,

[0035] (8) Once the called party answers the tele-
phone, two-way communication using RTP streams
is established.

Implications of NON Deployment

[0036] There are several significant implications that
result from delivering network services to subscribers
through an NGN rather than the PSTN. Several of them are
summarized in the points below:

[0937] Unlike the PSTN, which has a signaliog net-
work that is ° separate from the TDM network for
establishing bearer paths, the NCH network carries
both signaling sod media streams over the same IP
network, thereby achieving a certain measure of
convergence.

[0038] Whereas the PSTN requires separate overlay
networks and protocols for other media beyond
voice, the NON utilizes tbe same JP network and
protocols for all media communications (i.e. voice,
data, video).

[0039] While the PSTN carries voice media over
dedicated circuit switched connections, NGN carries
media streams in RTP packets that are treated in the
same manner as aoy other IP packets, using tiro "best
effort" paradigm the Internet employs for routing
packets. This means that packets can common
delays; they can be dropped due to corigestion con-
toil mechanisms that throttle packets at the source or
at the ingress to the network, Hence, the bare public
Internet does not offer quality of service. ODIUM-
quaolly, an NGN implemesitation requires the cm-
dim of a speciallurpose IP network to support
network quality of service (QoS). In contrast, the
PSTN is capable of guaranteeing QaS service for
point-to-point connectious trarspcating voice or
data.

[0040] The NGN interworks with the PSTN via
TRUNK GATEWAYS and SIGNALING GATE.
WAYS, Thus, while tLc end-to-end counection
between two NON subsccibers would occur entirely
within the PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK, the
end-to-end cc:sweeties:1 between and NGN subscriber
and a PSTN subscriber would occur in both the NON
and the PSTN, using a TRUNK GATEWAY and a
SIGNALING GATEWAY to carry beam channel
content and network signaling informatiou, resPec-
lively, between the two subscribers partivipating in
the call.

[0041] Third-patty applicatioas can be offered via an
open applications programming interface (API)
offered by the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER,
Some staudards for Open APis include. PARLAY,
JAIN, XML, or SOAP. it is beyond the scope of this
discussion to provide definitions for these APIs or to
elaborate on them beyond presenting their monikets.
Let it simply be said that the thrust of theseAPIs was
originally an effort to make AIN infrastructure in the
PSTN accessible to third-party application providers

so that they could offer new and innovative network
services, With the advent of the NON, it was envi-
sioned that the same sot 0/APIs would be suitable to
provide third-party NGN applications with the abil.
ity tn access similar features by interfacing with the
MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER.

[0042] The NON makes it pciasible for a carrier to
provide plain old telephone service (POTS) over a
PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK by using a
MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER aod a RP,SI-
DENT1AL GAT'EWAY rather than a CENTRAL
OFFICE SWITCH. As already explained, the RESI-
DENTIAL GATEWAY tekas on tho tole of the LINE
module of the CENTRAL OFFICE SWITCH; there-
fore, there are no NGN requirements to charge the
telephone itself. .

A Victim of Failed Economics

[0043] Thcragb the NGN Is today restricted io its applica-
bility to voice communications, it was oziginally the bope of
both carriers and vendors that voice-over-IP (VolP) would
serve to bootstrap the NON and spawn off a new era of
converged networks that would cater to voice, video and
data communications, Convergence promised to transform
the PSTN into a general purpose "multi-service network"
capable of simultaneously delivering voice, video and data
services through a common PACKET TRANSPORT NET-
WORK that supports QoS. Thus far this expectatioo 1j451:1Qt
materialized due to the reluctance to widely deploy
a network based an tbe NGN architecture. At the curreot
time, many carriers perceive the NGN architecture unsuit-
able to meet their forward-looking objectives to decrease
network operating costs while at the same time increase
network service revenue& Ultimately the NON became a
victim of failed econoroics that resulted from AS inordinate
complexity and insufficient support for new services.

Complexity Confounds NON Deployment

[0044] The inordinate complexity of the NGN is to a large
extent due to overreliance on centralized control elements
for network service delivery, Willie its many network eta-
meats may be physically distributed, the NGN architecture's
logical ceutralization mimics the functiooally of the "main-
frame-oriented" PSTN. lbe NON architecture has more
recently been altered from its original desigu to model the
Interact, relying upon "horiztiotal integration" of special.
hied, etioperating network elemeats, Many of these network
clerneals are riot shown in FIG, 2, but are IleCOSS4r/ EDI
NGN implenieritation (e.g. feature servers, CCIOLlid sereers,
integrated access device controllers, policy servers, domain
waning servers, SIP proxy servers, TRIP servers, subscriber
directory servers). Very much ratlike the internal, virtually
411 NON network elements require some degree of central-
ized control by, or interaction with, the MEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER according to specialized protocols. All of
those protocols communicate through (i.e. gcntrate traC
ott) the carrier's PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK.

[0045] To support its centralized service delivery model,
the "vertically integrated" PSTN was based on a hardware
acallog model in which the majority of software proriesses
commuaicated ditectly with each other inside purpose-built
hardware computing modules. These computing modules
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physically plugged into each other to create large, distrib-
uted mainframe computers such as the CENTRAL OFFICE
SWITCH. The more horizornally integrated NGN is based
on a software scaling medel that for all intents and putpteeee
remains as operetiomilly ceutralized as the PSTN, if aot
more so in some instances where control over a very large
number of subscribers (potentially millioes) may he Mien'
gated into a regional office. Adherents of the NON archi-
tecture maiutain that such a high degree of centralization
offers cost benefits; however the cost benefits of centralize-
don are to a largo measure offset by fault vulnerability and
the costs associated with ensuring system redundancy. Gen-
erally spesking, if something in a network dots anything for
thousands of subscribers at tho same time, not only does the
carrier need two of them, but also the gaily to automatically
fail over tom one to the other without dramatically inter-
rupting service delivery. Implementing this level of func-
tionality for centralized COMFOACT113 is challenging aod often
prohibitively expensive.

[0046) As depicted in FIG, 2, the physically distributed,
high/y-decomposed NON architecture relies upou a an
"orchestra"0 of interdependeut softwue services reacting on
distributed network elements; these software services, each
according to its uoique role, communicate in one-to-oue,
many-to-one, or one-to-roam relationships with other inter-
dependeut software services through the PACK.ET TRANS-
PORT NETWORK, each using specialized protocoh,

[0047] Due to physical limitations on bow many MEDIA
GATEWAYS cau be coutrolled by a single MEDIA GATE-
WAY CONTROLLER, the NON must be partitioned into
contra/ zones, Local device-level signaling performed by the
MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER within its control zone
musl be somehow synchronized with cud-to-end network
signaling that would be necessary for a call to span more
than a single woe. The result is a two-tiered signaliag
architecture—a concession to the inelegant NON scaling
model atid ils inherent requiremeet for network partitioning.
Network signaling orotocols such as Session Initiation Pro-
tocol (SIP) are used between control zones for end-to-end
oatwork signaling, whereas MEGACO is used closer to the
endpoint for local MED/A GATEWAY council,

[0048) Among other things, the two-tiered signaling
model, complicates the integration ofAPPLICATION SERV-
ERS (p od poteatially PBXs) that typically require more
signaling information than can be conveyed by MEGACO
(e.g. calling and called party dialing cumbers). As a result,
oetwock sigualing using SIP must be extended directly to the
APPLICATION SERVER as if it were another
GATEWAY CONTROLLER i.e. another "control zone,"
Thus, for the NON to enable network-based enhanced
services such as voice mail or group conferenciog, it must
interface APPLICATION SERVERS using a differcut
method than the way it interfaces telephones. From an
operational perspective, the two-tiered signaling model
means that the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER
becomes a lynch pin, and must ROW actively mediate all
telephone access to the APPLICATION SERVERS.

[0049] In the NON, subscriber telephones are coneected
through RESIDENTIAL GATESVAYS and controlled by the
MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER using MEGACO.
This complexity has further implications in terras of com-
plicatiog overall network design, pa/Jim:July with respect to

the scaling of participating network eleweels. 'Thus, as a
consequence of its Mot-Moue complexity, the NGN
lecture brings with it a number of very significant imple-
mentetion considerations that may be summarized as fol-
lows:

[0050) Poteutial poor performance resulting from the
high processing overhead: network functionality is
highly decomposed into distributed uetwork de-
weals thal must commuoicatt through the network
itself using various protocols;

[0051] NUMETOUS indeterminate scaling relationships
that introduce a proportionally larger number of
potereial bottlenecks;

(0052] 'Troubleshoating Procedures that must isolate
and resolve problems that appear to reside in more
than one place do to protocol incompatibilities;

[0053) Software integratiou requirements that are dif-
ecult for most carriers to support,

[0054] It is the cocclusion of this analysis that the NGN
axchitecture as represented in FIG. 2 has too many moving
parts [0 operate efficiently, Attempts to remedy these limi-
tations ultimately translate into implementation cost for lbe
carrier attempting to deploy an NGN.

Insufficieut Support For New Services Cot:Scrunch
NON Deployment

[0055] The NON architecture suffers from insullicieut
support for new services. It largely replicates the telephone-
oriented feature set of today's PSTN. Duo to the centralized
control model of the NGN, support for new =Work services
is dependcut upon the ability of the MEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER and APPLICAnON SERVERS to provide
the featuree that comprise a network service, Mucb like witb
the PSTN, feature delivery by a centralized controlling
entity is limited by the carrier's ability (and willingness) to
modify the controlling entity to provide new services, Not-
withstauding the NON visiou of third-party applications and
new services supported through MEDIA GATEWAY CON-
TROLLER APIs, as a practical matter it is a tenuous
proposition to modify access to it, or add to its service load
once it has been optirritee.d to deliver a particular portfolio of
services.

[00561 Beyond risks related to destahllizing the core of the
network by providing API access to the MEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER, the generic concept of using APIs to
integrate application services came into question some time
after the inception of the NGN and its API-based strategy. In
actual practice—"actual practiae” being a function of indus-
try consensus derived from years of internet experience-
third-party applications offered through the NGN are prob-
ably better integrated using staudard IP-based IETF
protocols such as SIP and Hypertext Transfer Protocol,
APPLICATION SERVER integration into the PACKET
TRANSPORT NETWORK using iateruet-style protocols
(based ca message passing) has proven far more flexible ead
met-effective than islegratioas based oo APIs. APIs teed to
be highly vendor-specific, programcsitg laaguage-specilie,
and, slime they are based fundamentally on fuection calLs
rather than message sets, tend to be less tolerant of panial
implementation.
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[0057] Notwithstanding the foregoing, it should be kept to
mind that network signaling protocols like SIP are uot
compatible with the device-oriented MEGACO protocol
used to control telephoues connected to RESIDENT/AL
GATEWAYS. Thus, as pointed out earlier in the discussion,
the two-tiered signaling model of the NGN puts the MEDIA
GATEWAY CONTROLLER into a mediation role, peeform-
ing an imperfect translation between its use of MEGACO to
control service delivery to telephooes and its use of SIP as
the raeal:15 to access application services.

[0058] Interactive calling services were originally euvi-
siooed that would provide the NON subscriber with the
ability to select or customize call processing legic, perhaps
even to tumble interoperability between network features
and application programs ruening on the subscriber's per-
sonal computer (e.g. active browser sessions, thstitta Melt-
saging clients) or to access subscriber-specific data objects
(e.g, contact lists, call logs, content subscriptions). Imple-
mentation of these types of interactive calling services using
only AIN-styk APIs was eventually perceived as largely
impractical in the NON because the MEDEA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER (supporting the APIs) would be required to
access, manage, and execute unique, complex service logic
for vety large number of subscribers at the same time. The
follewing points illustrate other significant limitations of the
NGN with respect to supporting new services:

[00591 In the IsIGN, the MEDIA GATEWAY CON-
TROLLER delivers teleptioue features by remotely
controlling the RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY. ]t can
only deliver features thiough a RESIDENTIAL
GA1EWAY whose feature set it fully understands
accoidieg to the IvIEGAGO standard. This factor
imposes substantial constreints on the variety of
network services tbe NON caet deliver because it is
impractical or unfeasible to control an endpoint
feature set that extends beyond tbst anticipated by
MEGACO,

[tl060] Calling services that perform call control
operations require e full kuowletige of subscriber
Class of Service parameters and service delivery
preferences. This information governs not only the
subscriber's ability to invoke the calling service in
abs first place, but the unique behavior of the service
when invoked by that particular subscriber, Most of
the information that interactive calling services (e,g,
call log functions, programmable cell-blocking and
call-forwarding) require is buried somewhere deep
ineide the NON infrastructure in much the same way
tbat it was buried 'aside the CENTRAL OFFICE
SWITCH in the PSTN. This factor imposes substae-
tial constraints on the variety of tietWOrk services the
NON can deliver becinise call log eetries sod related
subscriber-specific network usage data am largely
unavailable for real-time access by third-party appli-
cations.

[0061] RESIDENTIAL GATEWAYS are unintelli-
gent in the souse that they require the IvIEDIA
GATEWAY CONTROLLER to mediate all network
signaling functions on their behalf. They cannot
deteimine the broader network signaling context of
the calling operations in which they participate. They
are incapable of indepeodently executing service

logic that involves network siseetaling operations (e.g
call redirection, multipoint call control, call supet-
vision, multiple line appearances, etc) without cen-
tralized participation by the MEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER. These factors impose substantial
coestraints on the variety of network services the
NGN can deliver because each new service must be
tightly integreted with the MEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER in order to perform call control
operations.

[0062) lb work armed these constraints, recent
approaches to offering new services in the NON have put ao
applictition between the RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY and
the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER., The application is
responsible for controlling the subscriber's telephones, giv-
ing them access to various new features. These approaches
support: (1) a variety of telephone types Dot supported by
standard MEGACO; (b) better access to call log records and
related subscriber-specific netwoeir usage data; and (e) the
ability to execute user-contigurable service logic not sup-
ported by the MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER.
[0063] As an example of this approach, companies such as
Cisco, Btoarisoft, Longlioatd, and Sylantro have built appli-
cation sysiems that provide optimized combinations of busi-
ness tekphoce services that include PBX and Centres
features. While some of these solutions are designed for
enterprise deployment, those intended for carrier deploy-
ment are often referred to using this moniker "IP Centres."
IP C,eutrex solutions provide cailitag services and telephoue
features using various brands of office telephones and web
browser-based graphical user imerfeces. Generically, /P
Centres so/idiom equate to a tietwork-based software PBX
application that replaces much of the functioonlity of the
MEDIATE GATEWAY CONTROLLER.
[0064] IP Centres solutions are often referred to in the
industry as "point solutions." Point solutions enable the
carrier to provide a very particular set of new services for
isolated populatioos of subscribers. They are a work-around
bouriae out of necessity and irdroduce additional "coo-
standard" intermediary network olemeols into the NGN.
Adding new network elements of this type brings with it
significant scalin g iterplicatious associated with carrier
deployment of a aerVielt that cannot scale as the network
itself scales. Point solutions are operationally unfeasible for
genius serving tens of millions of subscribers because the
feature set of the point solution canted be managed as a
standard network feature set that may be enabled or disabled
for any subscriber at will. If such a service became popular,
the carrier would have to replicate many instances of the
system—potentially thousands of them—each to serve a

certain critical mass 0 Csubwribers, and then to manage these
systems as indepeedeat islands of service delivery capabil-
ity,
[00651 As summarized below, point solutions bring with
them their own maker; sat of carrier deployment challenges
and at the saute time do 110i resolve the general limitations
of the NON with respect to supporting new services:

[0066] Point solutions do not in a general sense
enable the NGN to control a telephoue feature set (or
other endpoint device feature set) tbat extends
beyond that anticipated by MEGACO, but iostead
supports selected vendor telephones in a way that
suits their own specific purposes.
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[0067] Point solutions do not in a general smut make
call log records and related subscrtber-specific net-
work usage data available for real-time access by a
third-party applicationa, but instead simply store it
intanally for their owa see.

[0066] Point solutions do not is a general sense make
it possible for third-party applications to perform call

control operations, but instead implement call C0.11-

trol operations for their owa specific purposes.

NCH Support Por Multi-Service, Deavery

[0069] The Nt311 architectene leaves to future coosider-
atirm features sus that extood beyond traditional PSTN
voice services. It essumes mitre' office (or equivalent)
deploymeat for most network elements and thst the RESI-
DENTIAL GATEWAY Is providing telephone service over
a general-purpose PACKET TRANSPORT NETWORK tbat
supports COS. Video and data services ue not addressed
directly by the NON, and it is assumed that other network
elements and rotated infrastructure components will provide
thase services independently.

[0070] T6e above arsumptions do not anticipate that the
subscriber purchasing voice services is also likely to pus-
cluise data and video services from the sante carrier, When
the carrier's primary connection to the subscriber premise is
through a broadband access network, it quickly become
impractical to hasten a separate physicel connection or
independent whither] for each type of media service offered
to that subscriber. Much of che motivation behind the
transition to a converged network is based on the Witte that
multiple services—voice, video, and data services--can be
offered to a network subscriber through a single IP data path
to the premise. The converged vision extends to enabling
carriers to combine several media types into a comprehen-
sive oetwork SerViCO3 offering.

[007Ij This typo of naulti-servica delivery requires QoS
aebitration at the subscriber premise so as to ensure QoS for
all voice, video, and data terminal devices (i.e. telephones,
televisions, PCs) installed throe; all of these terminal devices
may be operating at the same time sharing the same IP data
path. Many potential new services anticipate providing
value to subscribers because of their ability to support
multiple media types at the same time, potentially integrat-
ing two services that support different media types in a way
that makes each more usefuL In addition, voice, video and
data temibial devices it:stalled at the subscriber premise
often support chtferant contra/ interfaces that must be urn-
malieed to eetworksignaliog and device control conventions
that would et:table them to interact with network-based
APPLICATION SERVERS in a consisteot fashion.

[0074 Equipment vendors have responded to require-.
moots to enable NON mai-service delivery through a
single IP data path to the subsciiber premise by creating an
integrated access device (IAD). The IAD began life as
specialized version of a RESIDENTIAL GATEWAY,
designed as a means to apatite subscribers to =meet voice
and data teneinals at the premise in such fashion as they may
share a comma IP data path to the carrier's PACX.ET
TRANSPORT NETWORK. The IAD marketplace today
offers the carriers a bewildering assortment of devices,
targeting optimal combinations of cost effectivecess andior
feature sic/mess.

[0073] Some 1ADs support voice-over-IP and QoS arbi-
tration features whereas others attempt to obviate total
reliance on remote IAD cannot by a MEDIA OATEWAY
CONTROLLER (using MEGAGO) by implementing
selected POTS telephone features and SIP network signaling
willaia the IAD. Some IADs used by the cable industry do
oot support VolPin the NGN sense of it, but instead provide
for "voice-over-broadband," Tbe term voice-over-broad-
band refers to a family of proprietary access network
desigos, the most commos of which is that used by cable
companies that traosport voice, as well as data sod video, oe
distinct broadband channels created through frequency divi-
sion multrokicing (FDM). In this type of voice-over-broad-
band network, voice and data flows are split at the central
office (or central office equivakut), with the voice path
caracoling to a CEN1'RAL OFFICE swrrcH (usually
through a OR 303 packet interface). IADs of this type are
excepted from this discussion because they do not support
the converged "end-roend IP" vision of the NON and are
fundamentally itteompatable with it.

[0074] NON voice services offered through an IAD using
VolP are virtually identical to voice services offered directly
through a POTS line connected to a CENTRAL OFFICE
SW]TC1-1. Typically, the lAD is used to connect telephones
and computers to a broadlined data service provided to the
premise, Through the gateway facilities of the IAD, voice
and data are transported as distinct packet flows over a
commas] IP data path that is contiguous (from an IP cots.
ne ctivity sta ndpoint) with the PACKET TRANSPORT NET.
woRK, to the NGN, the feature set of the CENTRAL
oFFicE swiTce is emulated by the 1vIEDIA GATEWAY
CONTROLLER in coneert vritb a number of other netwerk
elemeots such as a "feature server." Conceptually, in the
NON the IAD functions exactly as any other RESIDEN-
TIAL OATEWAY,

[0075] Unable to deliver traditions/ PSTN network ser-
vices inclependeady, and devoid of the ability to enable
compelling new service capabilities, the value proposition of
the /AD lies in its ability to enable the subscriber to use one
physical line (e.g. DSL line, cable, Ti) for both voice and
data at the stone time. In summary, the cost of the IAD must
be compared to the cost of simply installiog separate voice
acd data lines to the promise.

[0076) After substantial field experience, technical staff at
two major United Slates Local Exchange Carriers recently
concluded thin the cost for them to deploy network services
using an IAD is greater than or equal to the cost to deploy
separate voice and data lines lo the premise, except io rare
cases where it would be exceptionally expensive to bring in
an additional tine, Despite wide availability several for
years, the limited deployment of IADs furter suggests that
the NON has been a victim of failed economics. From a pure
technical perspective, an LSD may be an appropriate "edge
device" form-factor to address MEGACO requirements for
multi-serrice delivery to the subscriber premise. This obser-
vation does not remedy the underlying problem that its cost
to deploy is perceived as more than can be justified by the
modest functionality it enables.

SUMMARY
An Edge Switched Network Architecture

[1:1077) An Edge Switched Network (ESN) architecture is
introduced as an innovation whose implementation is depen-
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dent upon the Distributed Edge Switch (the "invention" lhat
is tbe subject of this discloeure), The general operating
priociples of the ESN am describcd below as a pretext to a
detailed description of the Distributed Edge Switch (DES)
found in the OVERVIEW section. Ii will be shown that the
ESN resolves many of limitations inherent to the NON,

[0078] FIG. 3 depicts an ESN architecture principally
comprised of "connectivity elements." A conuectivity ele-
ment is a particular type of network element that is capable
of participating in call SCSS10130 using SIP network signaling
and RTP bearer transmission. Communities of connectivity
Blecanuis communicate in a pear-to-peer fashiou without
necessarily requiring assistance from the network beyond IP
connectivity. The three connectivity element types defined
for the ESN are as follows:

[0079] EDGE SWITCH

[0080] APPLICATION SERVER

[0081] PSTN GATEWAY

[0082] All three cotarectivity elements share a similar
network interface design that combines support for SIP
network signaling, MI, bearer transport, media encoding/
decoding, aml eveot-driven call processing into a single
intelligent eadpoiat device. Prom a conceptual standpoint,
each connectivity element collapses functionality from each
major NGN network element into a self-contained whole
capable of "intelligent participation" in call sessions.
lipid participation TetOTS to lin ability of a connectivity
element to operate both as SIP network signaling endpoint
and as a call control agent capable complex call control
operations. Complex call control operations might involve
supervisiog call sessions that contain multiple call legs
extending to other connectivity elements, Connectivity ele-
ments may leverage network-based SIP proxy servers to
support these and other complex operations.

Role of the Edge Switch in the ESN

[0083] The EDGE SWITCH is an ESN cormectivity ele-
ment whose principal function is to support the delivery of
voice, video (multimedia) and data services---uaulti-service
delivery—to the subscriber premise through a shared IP data
path, It aggregates several functions together into a single,
cost-effective device that is deployed by the carrier as a
premise-based network element,

[01784) IrIG. 3 shows that the EDGE SWITCH functioos
as a broadband access network termivation device (e.g. 1.)SI,
modem, cable modern, Ti terminator, passive optical
eater) at the subscriber premise, providing an IP data path
from the premise to the PACKET TRANSPORT NET-
WORK it also provides a means by which voice', video and
data terminals at the subscriber premise may connect to
other network endpoints in the PACIC.73T TRANSPORT
NE'I'WORK, each creating connections through a shared,
routed IP data interface.

[0085] Ultimately, all subscriber terminals plugged into
the EDGE SWITCH commenicate with the PACKET
TRANSPORT NETWORK through QoS routing capabili-
ties built into the EDGE SWITCH. EDGE SWITCH routing
capabilities euable QoS arbitration at the exact poiut where
subscriber terminals interface the broadband access act-
work, Video streaming services deployed within the network

are made accessible to SIP media streaming devices con-
nected to the EDGE SWITCH (suck as ST-enabled set-top
boxes). Data transmission capacity not used for voice tele-
phone GOIDIAllaiCaliCUS or media streaming is matte aCCOS n
sible SO data terminals for dem communicatioes, Tbe EDGE
SWITCH operates as a MEDIA GATEWAY to the exteat
that it is able to present POTS or other types of uou-SIP
telephones (comiected through Its LINE interface) to the
oetwork as SEP oetwork signaling endpoints. The EDGE
SWITCH provides necessary terminal adaptation as usces-
sexy for the conversion of device signaling and bearer
channel content at the LINE interface to/frorn SIP network
signaling and RTP voice transmission conveotioos required
by the ESN.

[0086] The EDGE SWITCH executes loaally stored call
processing applications in response to detecting network
trigger events. In this way, voice telephone features and
related calling services are provided by the EDGE SWITCH
to the subscriber through legacy POTS assel/or IP telephones,
without thc participation of centralized network control
etc merits.

[0087] In order to perform in tbe capacities described
above, the EDGE SWITCH most operate as a general
computing device able to execute complex software pro-
grams and store relatively large amounts of information.
More specifically, the EDGE SWITCH cootains the follow-

[0088] SufArient computing capacity, memory, and
operating system funetionality necessary to support
application-level program develapmeut and applica-
tion program exccutione particularly the execution of
call processing applications;

[0089] Strifiefent storage capacity to hold an operat-
ing event history of a year or more; operating events
ioclude configuratioa changes and all potentially
billabla subseriber access to calling services (e.g. call
lug records);

[0090] Sufficient storage capacity to hold all call
processiug applicatioo executable code ueeded to
support network service delivery according to the
subscriber's Class of Service;

[00911 Sufficieat storage capacity to hold local call
inlet and network addressing information needed to
support network service derivery (via call PrOCnSiag
applications) for all subscribers served by the EDGE
SWITCH;

[0092] Suffickot storage capacity to bold subscriber
Class of Service parameters and service delivery
preferences needed to govero the subscriber's ability
to invoke a particular calling service and the unique
behavior of the service when actually it:voted.

[0093] System softy/art to support a SW network
signaling protocol stack that can be programmed to
selectively expose trigger points in a call that auto-
matically ktvoke service logic (i.e.. call processing
applications).

[0094] System software to support centralized ser-
vice provisioning, device management, and software
upgrades by a remote system management platform
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[0095] System software to support the full comple-
moat of QoS arbitration, including traffic classifica-
tion, packet labeling, packet scheduling, and admis-
sion control based on subscriber Class of Serviee,

[0096] System software to support real-time remote
monitoring of network service delivery, vrith active
reporting of status to a remote system management
platform.

[00971 System software required to meter network
service delivery by generating call log records and to
store them in a database liniC13111 to the EDGE
swrrca.

[0098] System software required to normalize ven-
dor-specific terminal device interfaces to comply
with network signaliog and device control conven-
tions that would enable them to Internet with eel-
workhased APPLICATION SERVERS in a consis-
teat fashion.

[0099] Secure data exchange interfaces tbat make
EDGE SWITCH features and all information stored
within its internal databases accessibie to remote
database clients, network management systems, and
third-party applications.

Role of the Application Server in the ESN

[0100] The APPLICATION SERVER is an ESN eonnec-
tivity element whose principal reaction is to support the
delivery of uetwork services to other ESN connectivity
eleaseots. As is ODIIIIII011 to all ESN connectivity elements,
the APPLICATION SERVER is capable of intelligent par-
ticipation in call sessions. IL caa execute internally stored
call processing applications (service logic) in response to
cetwork signaling evente and related trigger points in a call,
An example of signaling events that would trigger service
logic execution inclede an attempt by a SIP signaling
codPoial to cormect to the APPLICATION SERVER or
disconnect from it once connected, Trigger points in a call
might include events detected while the SIP trill session is
in progress, such as mid-session control messages or certaiu
call control operations,

[0101] In most scenarios, network services or features
supported by an APPLICATION SERVER arc rendered
directly to SIP network signaling endpoints that =angel to
it. For reasons of security and protocol compatibility, the
APPLICA770N SERVER may implement secure connec-
tion policies that prohibit access to SIP network signaling
endpoints that are not directly managed or mediated by
another ESN connectivity element. For example, a PC-based
SIP client attempting to connect to the APPLICATION
SERVER through the public internet may be prohibited from
doing so; however, a PC-based SIP client attempting to
comma to the APPLICATION SEWER through an EDGE
SWITCH will have its SIPsigualing mediated by that EDGE
SWITCH—perhaps euerypied awarding to an internal car-
rier network standard—and as a result may be allowed to
connect to the APPLICATION SERVER in this way,

[0102] Upoo detecting a SIP call session initiation, the
APPLICATION SERVER examines SIP signaling informa-
tion and compares it with what ii knows internally about the
calling party so that it may automatically determine the
feature, function, or service that it should render to the

calling party. For example, if the calling party is a SIP
network signaling endpoint (SIP User Agent) used by an
EDGE SWITCH to represent a POTS telephone at the
subscriber premise, the APPLICATION SERVER will
receive the dialing number of the calling party (i.e. the
dieting maker assigned to the POTS telephone originating
the call), It may than use this dialing number to access an
internal database for the purpose of retrieving the Clasa of
Service parameters associated with this dialing number.
Class of Service parameters will inform the APPLICATION
SERVER as to whether or not it should render its service to
the calling party•

[0103] Aside from the utrober of simultaneous SIP call
SOSSiOUS it can potentially support--a function of its hard-
ware form-factor—tbsre is a fundamental difference
between the APPLICATION SERVER and tbe EDGE
SWITCH: whereas the APPLICATION SERVER renders
network services and features to a calling party, the EDGE
SWITCH renders =mark services and features to terminel
devices plugged into it at the subscriher premise.

[0104] In readeriag network services and features to a
calling party, tbe APPLICATION SERVER exploits the
capabilities of various system resources. Call processing
applications executing on theAPPLICATION SERVER may
perform database queries, media store-and-forward opera-
does, suppoit group conferenciug, convert text to speech,
retsognize voice commands, or any one of a number of
operations that might be beyond the scope of what an EDGE
SWITCH eould perform without assistance from the net-
work. By simply connecting to an APPLICATION
SERVER, an EDGE SWITCH or PSTN GATEWAY may
request and receive tbe intelligent participation of the
APPLICATION SERVER when they require such assis-
tance.

Role of the PSTN Gateway in the ESN

[0105] The PSTN GATEWAY is an ESN connectivity
element whose principal function is to (a) oaake it possible
for the EDGE SWITCH to CUIIIIC4i to PSTN endpoints using
SIP network signaling and (b) to make it possible for PSTN
endpoints to connect to the EDGE swam using PSTN
network signaling. The PSTN GATEWAY combines the
functions of the NGN architecture's SIGNALING GATE-
WAY, TRUNK GATEWAY, and MEDIA GATEWAY CON-
TROLLER na as to enable SIP call sessions contracting to it
to be bridged to PSTN ersdpoints, It provides necessary
signaling gateway functions as required to interface the
PSTN using SS117 protocols. It also provides necessary
media gateway functions to convert bearer channel encoding
formats at the TRUNK interface togrom SIP and RTP voice
transmission conventioes required by the ESN.

[0101 A connection attempt that originates in the ESN
and that is intended to ultimately connect to a PSTN
emit-Joint, will be directed to a SIP network signalaig end-
poicl on a PSTN GATEWAY. The PSTN GATEWAY will
initiala essentially the same workflow sequence used by the
APPL/CAVION SERVER to execute internally stored call
processing applications. Consistent with as specialized role
in the ESN, the PS114 GATEWAY will execute a call
processing Replication that will connect the incoming SIP
call session through to the specified PSTN endpoint. Thus,
an Meowing SIP call from the ESN to the PSTN GATEWAY
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will initiate a corresponding PSTN call set-up to a PSTINT
endpoint through the TRUNK interface. In the reverse
direction, an incoming PSTN call through the TRUNK
interface will result ia a SIP call set-up to a SIP network
signaling endpoint in the PACKET"TRANSPORT NET-
WORK.

Architectural Compuisoo of ESN te NGN

[0107] The ESN is substantively differeut from the NON
in a number of significaot ways, and as a result of these
differences, the ESN remedies certain architectural limita-
tions inherent to the NGN as set forth in the *negate%
sections, By showing how specific limitations of the NGN
are resolved by the •ESN, tbc summary below affords at
opportunity to highlight important capabilities inherent to
the ESN architecture withiu a relevant coratext:

[01081 (1) The potential poor performance of the
NGN resulting from bigh mocessiug overhead for
distributed elements communicating through t he act-
work (and attendant smiting problems related
thereto) is resolved by the followiog;

[0M] Eliminatiog the MEDIATE GATEWAY
CONTROLLER fuoction entirely, and instead dis-
tributing call processing capability throughout the
network by embedding it in intelligent endpoiot
devices;

[0110] Feature-oriented uetwork service delivery
to subscribers through terminals at the premise, is
perforated by dedicated computing resources
physically located on the subscriber premise (i.e.
by the EDGE SWITCH);

[0111] To the extent that the above method of
feature delivery does not require assistance from
the network for most call processing functions,
feature responsiveness is perceived by ESN sub-
scribers to bc essentially instantaneous, regardless
of the number of simultaneous ESN zetwork
times;

[0112] As a coosequeace of eliminatiog the
MEDIA GATEWAY CONTROLLER Inaction
entirely, so too is the gateway control layer
natad effectively flattening the two-tiered NON
network signaling model into a normalized SIP
octwork signaling model. According to the nor-
malized SIP network signaling model, voice and
multimedia connections are established peer-to-
peer using the same method;

[0113] As a result of flattening the two-tiered NGN
network signaling model into a normalized SIP
network signaling model, overall ESN system
performance with respect to APPLICATION
SERVER access by EDGE SWITCPIES and
PSTN GATEWAYS is dramatically enhanced. The
delivery of network-based features provided by
APPLICATION SERVERS in the ESN is perceive
by subscribers to be essentially instantaneous and
relatively unaffected by the number of simulta-
MOUS ESN network users.

Nov. 28, 2002

[DIM] (2) The NGN's large number of potential
bottlenecks that are introduced as a result of its
numerous indeterminate scaling relationships are
resolved by the following:
[0115] Reducing the number of network elements

that are PeCdCi IQ participate in network service
delivery;

[0116] Embedding feature delivery and service
metering functions into the network access device
(EDGE SWITCli or PSTN GATEWAY) so as to
eliminate requirerneots for the centralized network
eleoients to retain informatioo about tbe state of
any given call.

co117i (3) Troubleshootiog procedures for the NON
must isolate and resolve problems tbat appear to
reside in =La than ooe place because of protocol
kicompatiblities. This issue is resolved its the ESN by
the followhig;
[0118] Reducing the total number of protocols;

[0119] Reducing tbe total number of network de-
merits.

[0120] Managing all connectivity elements as
populations of like elements, each of which sup-
ports more or less identical provisioning, device
management, diagnostic, and event reporting
mechanisms, and each using the same ioterface
protocols to support similar tasks.

ID1211 (4) Software integration requirements for the
NGN are diffieult for most carriers to implemeot and
support. This issue is resolved in tbe ESN by the
following:
[0122] Supporting a hardware scaling model in

which ESN service delivery capabiLity is built up
in a predictable, linear fashion by replicating
connectivity elements;

[0123] Embedding most subscriber-oriented fea-
tures into a very low-cost device (EDGE
SWITCIi) that is physically replaced if an error
condition is detected rather than repaired; the
replacerneut vait is then automatically detected
and re-synchronized with a system coariagernent
phstform so that identical network service capa-
bilities are restored to the subscriber;

[9124] Requiring rotatively few centralized soft-
ware processes to support feature-oriented net-
work service delivery, an comporcd to the WIN;

[0125] Utilizing SIP-based access to service logic
arming within APPLICATION SERVERS for
advanced feature support—a method that sharply
contrasts with NON support for API access to call
processing capabilities within the MEDIA GATE-
WAY CONT'ROLLER,

[01261 (*The economic model for the NON that liss
not proved compelling to carriers largely due to high
implementation costs resulting from its inordinate
complexity The relative simplicity of the ESN trans-
lairs into a lower relative cost for greater network
service delivery capability, thereby increasing the
likelihood that its economic model would be corn-
pelliog enough to motivate carrier implementation.
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Some of the principal reasons for its simplicity
relative to the NON include the followiegt

[0127] The ESN is capable of delivering tradi-
tional PSTN aetwork services aud new andli-
service capabilities through a common means with
little or no salience on feature-controlling infra-
structure in the central office;

[012S] The ESN employs a hardware scaling
model that CM primarily MOS produced, low-
cost EDGE SWITCHES for most of its subscriber-
oriented service delivery;

[0129] The ESN requiree dramatically less effort to
teat compared to the NGN, since validating the
feature set of a single EDGE SWITCH for a
certain number of concurrent sessioes careers
validation of the ability to support aoy multiple of
that certain number of coocurrent sessions by
deploying a proportionate multiple of additional
EDGE SWITCHES;

[0130] The ESN enjoys very low implementation
costs due to the fact that its network integration is
based on relatively few protocols other than SIP.
The MEGACO protocol stack is eliatillititd from
the model, along with Al atteedant requirements
for licensing and We/operability testing between
MEGACO-compliant network elements,

[0131] As a consequence of these factors, overall system
cost for the ESN oia a per-user basis has ban calculated to
be less expensive than PSIN technology to provide RD

equivalent feature. Overs11 gni= coet for the ESN has beers
estimated te be less expousive than the NON to provide an
equivalent feature.

[0132] hs consideradat of the above cost estimates, it
should be noted that indeterminate scaling relationehips in
the NGN, and the lack of deployed NON networks that
could be used for direot comparison, am factors that together
confound attempts to quantify the Ira itaplementation cost
of aa actual NGN deployment. A theoretical calculation of
cost-por-subscdber an estimate) in the NON might not
necessarily reflect actual feature delivery capacity because
of uoanticipated effects that are lately to result from its
highly decomposed architecture.

Support for New Services in the ESN

[0133] Support for new services by the ESN is made
possible because of several capabilities that are inherent to
its architecture. Some of these capabilities are described as
follows;

[0134] The ESN supports voice, video and data-
oriented oetwork services through a commou (i.e,
shared) LP data path, providing QoS arbitratioo at the
premise as is required to suppert multi-service deliv-
ery; thua, new services can be offered for each type
of media, or oew services can combine features that
involve more than one type of media into a single
multimedia serrice. As an example, a feature catd
be crested to lower the volume of the television if
someone answered the telephone;

[0133] Feature delivery by the EDGE SWITCH is
remotely programmable by the carrier, software
loads can be uploaded into the EDGE SWITCH to
iulToduct new features over time without network
iefrastroctures changes;

[0136] Tbe ESN sabsedber may interact with the
EDGE SWII•CH to select features and program them
to behave according to subscriber-specific parere-
mem, potentially to interopecatt with a variety of
third-party applications, application programs run-
oing on the subscriber's PC, or to securely access
data objects stored in network servers or on the
subscriber's PC.As an example, an application could
use inatam messaging to inform the end user as to tbe
identity of a calling party,

[01.37] Most ESN network intelligence is located
within the EDGE SWITCH itself. A large part of this
"network intelligence" includes the EDOE
SWITCH'S ability to internally store call log records
and other subscober-specific infornsatiou related to
network service delivery. This stored information in
effect conaprises a distrthuted database of virtually
unlimited salability. New serrice opportunities are
made possible by vielue of the fact that this infor-
Mall011 may be securely accessed by an application
aad subsequently preseeted to an end user within the
context of interactive calling services. As an
exausple, eetwork-bssed web applications may be
created to provide end users access to multi-yeer oafl
histories managed through a web browser-ba.sed
graphical user interface.

[0138] Became of its SIP-based network signaling
model, tbe EDGE SWITCH can perform complex
call control operations tha t involve SIP network
sigualiog midpoints rocated virtually aoywhere in ibe
uetwork. This support for complex call control
operatioas by the EDGE SWITCH in effect cables
it to functioo as a distributed call cordrol resource of
virtually unlimited scalability, New service oppartu-
12itieS aro made possible by virtue of the fact that this
capability can be securely accessed by an application
acd subsequendy presented to an end user within the
context of interactive calling services. As an

example, nehvork-based web applications may be
created to provide end users the ability to access
EDGE SWITCH calling features through a web
browser-based graphical user interface.

[0139] EDGE SWTTCH call coutrol operatives can
be used to transparently access network-based fea-
tures provided by APPLICATION SERVERS. As a
result, combinations of call coutrol features iaternal
to the EDGE SWITCH and network-based features
that are external to tbe EDGE SWITCH cau be
dyearcially coefigured sod presected together to
cod usere as a unified service or capability—that is,
proseeted in such a way that the 50117C: oP tha feature
(iaternal to the EDOE SWITCH or ectwork-based) is
p ath-My traesparent to the end users. Thus, beyond its
ability to support programmable internal feature sets
via software upgrades and configurable call process-
iog applications, the EDGE SWITCH feature set
may be further extended through transpareot inte-
gration with network-based features. As an example,
an EDGE SWITCH feature may be created to over-
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ride basic dia/-tone service; when an EDGE
SWITCH detects that a telephone plugged into it
went off-hook, the override feature would forgo the
baeic dial-tone service aud instead transparently co p

-react to a network-based voice-activated dieting
applieation.

[0140] In general, in one aspect, L60 ruvention features a
network device hacludiog a plurality of comtnuoicatieu
interfaces, among which there is a telephone line interface,
a computer data interface, and a broadband network inter-
face. The network device also bacteria a processor; a
machine-readable storage medium which during use stores a
call processing application and service profiles, and which
stares executable iustruotions to mediate communications
between the plurality of communication interfaces, the
instructious causing the network device to detect network
signaling events or trigger points in a telephone call and
invoke the call procensing application in response to the
detected netviork signaliug events or trigger Points, the call
processiug application operating according to parameters
defined in the service profiles.

[0141] Preferred embodiments ioclude out or more of the
followiug features. The plurality of communication inter-
faces further includes a video straamieg deviee ioterface.
The broadband network Mterface terminates a broadband
network link that joins a customer premises to a packet
carrier petwork. Tbe instructious further cause the petwork
device to route IP data between the computer data interface
and the broadband network hiterface. The network device is
contained in a single physical enclosure. The Metre/name
fisithcr cause ihe network device to provide a first SIP proxy
agent to represent a telephone that uses the telephoue line
interface, and provide a roomed SEP proxy agent to represeat
a computer that uses the computer data interface. The
storage medium stores call routing tables, and tbe instruc-
tions further cause the network device to perform call
routing for telephone calls tbat use the telephone line
interface. The storage medium also stores call routing tables,
end the iustructions cause the network device to perform eali
routing for telephope calls according ta the cali routing
tables, the telephone calls using the telephone hue interfuce.

[0142] In general, in another aspect, the invention featuree
a netwerk device including a plurality of communication
interfaces among which there is a telephooe line iaterface, a
computer data interface, and a broadband uetwork interface,
The network device alao includes a processor; a machine-
readable storage medium vehich during use stoma call rotat-
ing tables, and which stores executable instructions to medi-
ate communications between the plurality of /Madams, the
instructions causing the network device to perform call
routing according to the cal routing tables, the telephone
calls using the telephone line interface.

[0143] Preferred embodiments include cum or more of the
following features. The call routing includes peer-to•peer
call sigoaling between customer premises over a shared IP
cetwork. The call signaling is performed without requiriog
surteful elemeuts of the shared IP network 'above the IP
infrastructure, The broadband network ioterface terminates a
liok that joins the network device to the shared IP network.
The call routing insludes cell sigealiog to a PSTN eudpolot
via a PSTN gateway that is reachable over tbe broadbaed
network ipterface. The lostructions further cause the eat-

work device to route IP data lactweeu the computer data
interface and the broadband network interface, And the
plurality of communicatioa interfaces further includes a
video stream:dog device interface.

[0144] In ga pers', in still another aspect, the kiveation
features a network device including a plurality of coronae-
aicetioti interfaces, among which there is a telephone
interface, a camputer data interface, and a broadband net-
work interfece. The network device also iacludes a proces-
eon and a maehine-readable storage medium which stores
executable irestrectione to mediate cornmunications between
the plurality of interfaces, the instructioes causing the net-
work device to log a telephone event record to a telephone
event repository, the event record descnbing a telephone call
coommuication mediated by the network device.

[0145] Preferred embod• ments include one or more of the
following features, 'I'he telephone event repository can be
included in the network device or be remote relative to the
network device. The network device is housed in a siugle
physical enclosure,

[0146] In general, in still yet another aspect, the invention
features a oetwenic device iricludes a broadband network
biterfact; a plurality of Interfaces, amoog which !tete is a
telephouv line interface and a computer data interface; a
processor; and a machine-readable storage medium that
stores processor-executable instructions to provide proxy
ageots. The instruclious cause the network device to provide
a idePhorte SW Proa7 agent lo represent a uon-SIP tele-
phone that uses the telephone line interfacre provide a
distinct SIP proxy agent for each additional device that uses
an interface in the plurality of interfaces; and cause the
network device to implement a proxy server that mediates
all SIP cornmunicalloas over the broadband network inter-
face lovotving the non-SIP telephone and the each additional
devices,

[0147] In general, in another aspect, the fovea/Pon features
a TrIC1tiOd for establishing a VOICO ,OVCI-paCkOt network
architecture. The method iociradee locating a system man-
agement platform in a shared packet network, the system
wattage:nerd platform collecting cell log data from a p
rality of Aetwoik devices; and distributing ibe plurality of
network devices that each include a telephone line interface,
a computer data interface, a broadband aetwork naterface
terminating a link from the shared packet oetwork, a pro-
cessor, and a machine-readable storage medium storing
emcee-sot-executable instructions to control telephone calls,
the instructions causing each petwork device to route tele-
phone calls in a peer-to-peer fashion over the shared packet
network and to send call log data to the system management
platform.

[0148] Tbe details of 0113 n3 or more embodiments of the
Meantime are sea forth in the aceomploying drawings and
the descriptiore below. Other features, objects, and advert-
Urges of the inventiou will be apparent from the descriptioo
and drawings, and from the claims.

DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

Cooventious

[0149] Figures utilize a dotted-decireal number scheme to
identify systm elements using a bracket notation sbowo as
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Inumberr The decimal is used to denote a sub•elm:nod
dependency. Programmatic relationships and call signaling
pathways are numbered using a curly brace notation shown
as "{number}" whore the number is a lag used to identify
these relationships and pathways in the discussions and do
not imply order of operations. Rith respect to the relation-
ship between network elements and ieetwork cormectivity
clouds shown in the Ewes, solid connector lines denote
physical network interfaces whereas dottrel lines denote
niessagevassing protocol relationships In which protocol
data units are cite-hanged through an IP data path. Many
discussion will apply terminology based on the seven layer
Open System Interconnection (OSI) Reference Model

[0150] A DEFINMONS =doe provides detailed
descriptions of selected terms and system elements as they
pertain to the invendon. The DEFINITIONS section follows
the OVERVIEW scollop . System elements that are depicted
in figures will show a mangier identifier in brackets no that
they may cross-referenced,

Table of Figures

[0151] FIG. I shows the structure of MTN and AIN with
Signaling, Trensport, and Service Control.

[0152] FIG. 2 shows a Next Generation Network Archi-
tecture.
[0153] FIG. 3 shows An Edge Switched Network Archi-
tecture,
[0154] FIG. 4 shows A Distributed Edge Switoh.

[0155] FIG. 5 shows the Edge Switch Hardware Archi-
tecture.

[0156] FIG. 6 shows the Edge Switch Software Architec-

[0157] FIG. 7 shows the Edge Switch Call Model.

[0158] FIG. 8 shows the Distributed Edge Switch Carrier
Network Referene.as Architecture.

[0159] FIG. 9 shows the Distributed Edge Switch System
Management Workflow,

[0168] FIG. 10 shows the Distributed Edge , Switch Call
Signaling Workflow.

[0161] FIG. 11 shows the Distributed Edge Switch as
Dishibuted SIP Proxy Server.

[0162] FIG. 12 shows the Distraiuted Edge Switch Net-
work Serviee Delivery Workflow.

[0163] FIG. 13 shows an Edge Switch For Residential
Subscriber Deployment Using VDSL Broadband AeCCSS
Network

[0164] Lae referenos symbols in the V[140114 drawings
indicate like elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

Overview

[0165] The DES described below is new whereas thu
FSTN GATEWAY and APPLICATION SERVER elements
of the ESN are assumed to represent existing specific
categories of network elements originally desigoed for Wm-

gratioo halo the NON, Since they present themselves to the
network as SIP network signaliog endpoints, they are also
suitable for deployment within We ESN.
[0166] In the ESN architecture, the EDGE SWITCH
Sarin as the means to deliver network services to subscrib-
ers. The DES is an implementation of the EDGE SWITCH
described for the ESN, and thus should be viewed as its
functional equivalent. While the BACKGROUND section
focused on the role of a generic EDGE SWITCH in the ESN,
this OVERVIEW section, in conjunction with the DEFINI-
TIONS sectiou and FIGS. 4-11, provides suflicient technical
information necessuy to implement an actual EDGE
SWITCH in the fome of a DES. Most detailed technical
descriptions of hardware and software subcompooents, and
their detailed functional contributions, are contained with
the DEFINMONS section, This OVERVIEW section will
focus oe artioulaling their respective roles as DES system
elements with the architectural context of the ESN.
[0167] FIG.13 depicts an embodiment of 44 actual EDGE
SWITCH design that is suitable for resideutial subscriber
deployment using a Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) COD4Ce.-
tion to a broadband broadband access uetwork.
[0158] FIG. 4 depicts the two basic elements that com-
prise the DES: the EDGE SWITCH [i] and the SYSTEM
MANAGEMENT PLATFORM [2], As shown, the SYS-
TEM tvIANAGEMEN'T PLATFORM [2] ft sides within the
IP CARRIER NETWORK [6] whereas the EDGE
SWITCHES [1] are deployed at the subscriber (customer)
premise. A description of these inclividurd elements may he
found in the 'DEFINITIONS section.
[0169] FIG. 4 shows ostwork dements of the DES apart
from the full complement of those shown for the ESN
architecture; as a result, FIG. 4 serves to aid ha uuderstand-
ing the DES itself.

Form-Factor Considerations
[0170] The EDGE SWITCH [1] can be constructed to
support any number of form-factors, depending upoo the
transmission capacity of the BROADBAND ACCESS NET-
WORK [6,1] and the number of TELEPHONE STATIONS
[3] and SET-TOP BOXES [4) the designer believes is
appropriate for a single instance of an EDGE SWITCH (1).
FIG. 4 depicts three distinct form•factors, with EDGE
SWITCHES [1] labeled A, B, and C supportiog 1, 4, and 8
TELEPHONE STATIONS [3] respective/y.
[0171] The choice of form•factor \trill effect the ratio of
TELEPHONE STATIONS (3] to COMPUTER WORKSTA-
TIONS [5]. Regardless of the amber of TELEPHONE
STATIONS [3] supported by a given EDGE SWITCH [1]
form-factor, one instance of an EDGE SWITCH [1] will
support ouly one COMM./TIM DATA INTERFACE [4].
This circumstaece results because the basic design of the
EDGE SWITCH [1] is to manage all of the transmission
capacity for a single physical connection to the 13110AD-
BAND ACCESS NETWORK [61], and to manage it as a
shared IF date path far use by all terrnival devices connected
to it. Any transmission capacity that is not used for voice and
video call sessions is made available for common data
transport through the COMPUTER DATA INTERFACE [4].
As shcwa for the EDGE SWITCHES [1] labeled B aud C,
au ETHERNET HUB [9] may be plugged in place of a
COMPUTER woR.K.svcrioN [5] for the purpose of dis-
tributing data service to several COMPUTER WORKS'FA-
TIONS [5].
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